Library Instruction Using Mobile Devices

- Documentation
  - LRS games as library instruction
  - Plan
- Examples
  - Original project (Thank you Sarah Thorngate)
  - Short version
    - URL: http://web.stcloudstate.edu/pmiltenoff/bi/lrs_simple/
  - Full version
    - URL: http://web.stcloudstate.edu/pmiltenoff/bi/scavhunt/
- "Food as reward" version
- Pedagogy Department, University of Plovdiv, Bulgaria
- Ed Leadership Dept, UND, North Dakota
  - http://tinyurl.com/UNDEDL
- Library, New Bulgarian University
  - http://web.stcloudstate.edu/pmiltenoff/nbu/
- COLL150 orientation game:
  - http://web.stcloudstate.edu/pmiltenoff/bi/coll150